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  Strategic Scientific and Medical Writing Pieter
H. Joubert,Silvia M. Rogers,2015-11-27 A document
may be based on accurate medical and scientific
information, follow guidelines precisely, and be
well written in clear and correct language, but
may still fail to achieve its objectives. The
strategic approach described in this book will
help you to turn good medical and scientific
writing into successful writing. It describes
clearly and concisely how to identify the target
audience and the desired outcome, and how to
construct key messages for a wide spectrum of
documents. Irrespective of your level of expertise
and your seniority in the pharmaceutical,
regulatory, or academic environment, this book is
an essential addition to your supporting library.
The authors share with you many years of combined
experience in the pharmaceutical and academic
environment and in the writing of successful
outcome-driven documents.
  Citrus Mites Vincenzo Vacante,2010-01-01 Citrus
pests are a serious issue for crop growers,
causing problems in yield and economic losses.
This title studies mites harmful to citrus plants
from various citrus growing regions around the
world. It addresses methods of removal from
plants, describes symptoms of damage caused by
pests and discusses methods of eradication and
control.
  Wounded Shepherd Austen Ivereigh,2019-11-05
Following his critically acclaimed The Great
Reformer, Austen Ivereigh's colorful, clear-eyed
portrait of Pope Francis takes us inside the
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Vatican's urgent debate over the future of the
church in Wounded Shepherd. This deeply contextual
biography centers on the tensions generated by the
pope’s attempt to turn the Church away from power
and tradition and outwards to engage humanity with
God’s mercy. Through battles with corrupt bankers
and worldly cardinals, in turbulent meetings and
on global trips, history’s first Latin-American
pope has attempted to reshape the Church to
evangelize the contemporary age. At the same time,
he has stirred other leaders’ deep-seated fear
that the Church is capitulating to
modernity—leaders who have challenged his bid to
create a more welcoming, attentive institution.
Facing rebellions over his allowing sacraments for
the divorced and his attempt to create a more
ecological Catholicism, as well as a firestorm of
criticism for the Church’s record on sexual abuse,
Francis emerges as a leader of remarkable vision
and skill with a relentless spiritual focus—a
leader who is at peace in the turmoil surrounding
him. With entertaining anecdotes, insider
accounts, and expert analysis, Ivereigh’s journey
through the key episodes of Francis’s reform in
Rome and the wider Church brings into sharp focus
the frustrations and fury, as well as the joys and
successes, of one of the most remarkable
pontificates of the contemporary age.
  The Essex Serpent Sarah Perry,2017-06-06 NOW AN
APPLE TV+ SERIES A Washington Post Notable Work of
Fiction * Winner of the British Book Awards
Fiction Book of the Year and overall Book of the
Year *A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of The Year *
Waterstones Book of the Year * Costa Book Award
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Finalist “A novel of almost insolent ambition—lush
and fantastical, a wild Eden behind a garden
gate...it’s part ghost story and part natural
history lesson, part romance and part feminist
parable. I found it so transporting that 48 hours
after completing it, I was still resentful to be
back home.” —New York Times London, 1893. When
Cora Seaborne’s brilliant, domineering husband
dies, she steps into her new life as a widow with
as much relief as sadness: her marriage was an
unhappy one, and she never suited the role of
society wife. Seeking refuge in fresh air and open
space, she leaves the metropolis for coastal
Essex, accompanied by her inquisitive and
obsessive eleven-year-old son, Francis, and the
boy’s nanny, Martha, her fiercely protective
friend. Once there, they hear rumors that after
nearly three hundred years, the mythical Essex
Serpent, a fearsome creature that once roamed the
marshes, has returned. When a young man is
mysteriously killed on New Year’s Eve, the
community’s dread transforms to terror. Cora, a
keen amateur naturalist with no patience for
religion or superstition, is immediately
enthralled, certain that what locals think is a
magical sea beast may be a previously undiscovered
species. Eager to investigate, she is introduced
to parish vicar William Ransome, who is equally
suspicious of the rumors but for different
reasons: a man of faith, he is convinced the
alarming reports are caused by moral panic, a
flight from the correct and righteous path. As
Cora and William attempt to discover the truth
about the Essex Serpent’s existence, these seeming
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opposites find themselves inexorably drawn
together in an intense relationship that will
change both of them in ways entirely unexpected.
And as they search for answers, Cora’s London past
follows her to the coast, with striking
consequences. Told with exquisite grace and
intelligence, The Essex Serpent masterfully
explores questions of science and religion,
skepticism and faith, but it is most of all a
celebration of love, and the many different—and
surprising—guises it can take.
  Kurt Cobain Danilo Deninotti,2014 Growing up,
Kurt Cobain believed that he was an alien and that
his parents weren t really his parents. He thought
that his alien race would rescue him sooner or
later or that he would at least meet others like
him, never feeling alone again. Eventually, Kurt
Cobain will meet like-minded friends and start the
band, Nirvana, that changes the musical landscape
forever. Created by two up-and-coming Italian
comic artists, this nonfiction, coming-of-age
graphic novel follows Kurt Cobain from his
childhood to the brink of worldwide fame with the
release of Nevermind, showing how tough suburban
life can be for a teenager and how friendship and
music can fill that emptiness, especially when you
feel different. Alone.
  Q Luther Blissett,2005 With Europe convulsed in
wars over religion, a young theology student finds
himself siding with heretics and the
disenfranchised while confronting an agent of the
Vatican who intends to hunt down and destroy
enemies of the faith.
  Manituana Wu Ming,2020-05-05 1775-The conflict
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between the British Empire and the American
colonies erupts in all-out war. Rebels and
loyalists to the British Crown compete for an
alliance with the Six Nations of the Iroquois, the
most powerful Indian confederation, boasting a
constitution hundreds of years old. In the Mohawk
River Valley, Native Americans and colonists have
co-existed for generations. But as the thunder of
war approaches and the United States struggles
violently into existence, old bonds are broken,
friends and families are split by betrayal, and
this mixed community is riven by hatred and
resentment. To save his threatened world, the
Mohawk war chief Joseph Brant sets off in a
restless journey that will take him from New York
to the salons of Georgian London at the heart of
the British Empire.
  Guida di Roma sotterranea - Guide to underground
Rome Carlo Pavia,2011-12-28T00:00:00+01:00 È mai
possibile che sotto Roma si nasconda cotanta
bellezza e soprattutto tale immane quantità di
ambienti nascosti? È una domanda più che lecita
perché pochissime persone hanno avuto la
possibilità di gustare tutte quelle sensazioni che
Carlo Pavia ha saputo cosí mirabilmente portare in
immagini e testi. Egli, l'autore, si è
immedesimato nel lettore e lo accompagna, quasi
per mano, nelle viscere della terra romana
utilizzando un linguaggio chiaro ed accattivante
ed una descrizione dei luoghi senza peccare di
estrema professionalità. Ne risulta un libro
adatto a tutti e l'essenziale vademecum per chi
volesse intraprendere la visita del più grande
museo nascosto del mondo, Roma sotterranea. [
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Fabien Paris da Profilo di un autore]
  D-Site. Drones. Systems of Information on
CulTural HEritage. For a Spatial and Social
Investigation S. Barba,M. Limongiello,S.
Parrinello,A. Dell'Amico,2020
  New Tales of Old Rome Rodolfo Amedeo
Lanciani,1901
  Under the Wave at Waimea Paul Theroux,2021 From
legendary writer Paul Theroux comes an atmospheric
novel following a big-wave surfer as he confronts
aging, privilege, mortality, and whose lives we
choose to remember.
  Ancient Rome in the Light of Recent Discoveries
Rodolfo Amedeo Lanciani,1894
  Adventures with Iphigenia in Tauris Edith
Hall,2013-01-10 This book presents a cultural
history of the Greek tragedy and its influence on
subsequent Greek and Roman art and literature.
  Management Reset Edward E. Lawler,
III,Christopher G. Worley,2011-03-29 Provocative
new management principles and practices that
create effective organizations for shareholders
and society Management experts Lawler and Worley
have developed a set of management principles that
enable organizations to be both successful and
responsible. Existing command & control and high-
involvement management styles depend too much on
stable conditions and focus too narrowly on
economic outcomes. They convincingly argue that we
need to reset our approach to management to one
that fits today's demanding business environment.
Starting with a change in how success is measured
and a more realistic view of risk, Lawler and
Worley take us through how strategy, governance,
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organization structure and talent should be
managed. The result is an organization that can
reliable produce financial, social, and ecological
results. Includes illustrative lessons from
Microsoft, Cisco, Netflix, DaVita, Starbucks,
Nokia, and the U.S. Secret Service Offers clear
prescriptions for managers who want to organize
for sustainable performance effectiveness Lawler
and Worley are the authors of the bestselling
Built to Change Lawler and Worley outline why and
how the current practice of management must change
in order for organizations to achieve sustained
organizational effectiveness.
  Drawing Power Rick Marschall,Warren
Bernard,2011-08-31 Drawing Power is a lively
collection of mass market print advertising from
the 1890s to the recent past, starring both
cartoonists and cartoon characters. While critics
debate whether comics is high art or low art, the
fact is that the comic strip was born as a
commercial medium and was nurtured by competition,
commerce, and advertising. Drawing Power will be
the first book-length examination (and
celebration) of the nexus of art and cartoons. It
will focus on the commercial roots of newspaper
strips; the cross-promotions of artists, their
characters, and retail products; and of the superb
artwork that cartoonists invested in their
lucrative freelance work in advertising. Drawing
Power is cultural history, chronicling a time in
popular culture when cartoonists were celebrities
and their strips and characters competed with the
movies for the attention of a mass audience.
  Darknet J. D. Lasica,2008-05-02 An indispensable
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primer for those who want to protect their digital
rights from the dark forces of big media. -Kara
Swisher, author of aol.com The first general
interest book by a blogger edited collaboratively
by his readers, Darknet reveals how Hollywood's
fear of digital piracy is leading to escalating
clashes between copyright holders and their
customers, who love their TiVo digital video
recorders, iPod music players, digital
televisions, computers, and other cutting-edge
devices. Drawing on unprecedented access to
entertainment insiders, technology innovators, and
digital provocateurs-including some who play on
both sides of the war between digital pirates and
entertainment conglomerates-the book shows how
entertainment companies are threatening the
fundamental freedoms of the digital age.
  Pagan and Christian Rome Rodolfo Amedeo
Lanciani,1892
  The Monocle Guide to Shops, Kiosks and Markets
Monocle,2019-04-18 Monocle's latest book unpacks
what makes a perfect shopping experience and
offers tips on how to launch, design and run your
own store. A must-have guide. The world of retail
has never been so -challenged thanks to a mix of
e-commerce, unimaginative brand owners and greedy
landlords. Yet while many stores have -stumbled, a
new generation of storekeepers and department
store owners is arising. Is this the dawn of a
new, independent age of bricks and mortar retail?
Since launch the retail world has been one of the
pillars of Monocle's editorial -coverage. On their
travels around the world, the magazine's editors
are constantly looking for well-designed fit-outs,
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the people setting new benchmarks in service and
the stores offering the smartest product mix. At
the heart of all this is an understanding that a
memorable shopping experience relies on a delicate
balance of an inviting space, a warm welcome and a
sense of discovery (not to mention covetable
products)--but an understanding, too, that shops
and shopkeepers play an indispensable role in
creating lively neighbourhoods and vibrant high
streets. This new book from Monocle reveals the
global media brand's 100 favourite shops
worldwide, from the independent fashion boutique
to the department store that takes up a city
block. It also offers a few top tips and advice on
how to launch and run your own retail venture, as
well as a collection of sharp essays and snappy
interviews. The Monocle Guide to Shops, Kiosks and
Markets is a handbook for any aspiring shopkeeper,
stocking a wealth of insight and inspiration.
  Sagalassos Red Slip Ware Jeroen Poblome,1999 In
1987, a potters' quarter was discovered to the
east of the town of Sagalassos (SW Asia Minor, the
region of Pissidia). In an area of about two
hectares dump of misfired pottery provide evidence
for the local production of a wide variety of
ceramic products. In economical terms, the local
tableware or Sagalassos red slip ware can be
considered the most important feature of this
production centre. After a Hellenistic antecedent,
mass production of this tableware started during
the Augustan period and lasted into the first half
of the seventh century AD. The town of Sagalassos
was abandoned shortly afterwards. The ware was
traded intensively throughout Anatolia, and has
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also been identified at a series of sites in the
eastern Mediterranean. This volume presents, on
the one hand, an overview of the typology of
Sagalassos red slip ware, based on descriptive
statistical techniques. On the other hand, the
chronological evolution of Sagalassos red slip
ware is defined by linking quantified ceramic
assemblages.
  Gaining Health ,2006 Introduction -- Challenges
-- potential for health gain -- Guiding principles
-- Strategic approach -- Framework for action --
Taking action -- The way forward - taking the next
steps -- References -- Annex 1, Annex 2.
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